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    Phone (714) 426-0590    Fax (714) 426-0591 SPEED GRILLE 
94-97 CHEVY "S" SERIES

     INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS W / RECESSED
HEADLIGHTS
MAIN GRILLE

VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation. 

PARTS LIST
2  Speed Grille Sections 1      Instruction Sheet 24         Attaching Clips # 71098

1  Street Scene Emblem 1     Got Street Scene Decal

TOOL LIST
   3/8" drive ratchet, 3/8" drive 6" extension, 3/8" drive 7 MM socket, safety glasses

1 .     Before beginning installation be sure to wear proper eye protection.

2 .     Open the hood. Remove the four 7mm screws fastening the grille at the top. Remove the two remaining
         7mm screws in the center of the grille above and below the "Bowtie".

3 .     Gently pull grille from the bottom to release the clips attaching it to the core support. (Be careful not to
         scratch the bumper when removing). Tip: Lay masking tape over the top surface of the bumper.

4 .     Set grille on a soft, covered, clean work bench or table.

5 .     Remove the "Speed Grille" from their packages. NOTE: One grille is marked "Lower Top" and one
         is marked "Upper Top".

6 .     Place the "Speed Grille" marked "Upper Top" in the top opening of grille shell with the side marked "Top"
         facing up. Using 12 of the clips provided, clip "Speed Grille" in from the backside of grille shell with the
         flat side of clip facing away from grille. Locate clips at two inches from each end, top and bottom and
         center the others equally across. Make sure the "Speed Grille" is securely fastened and set tightly.

7 .     Repeat this process for the lower section. 

8 .     Install grille assembly by first snapping the bottom into the core support and then attaching the six
         7mm screws that were removed in step two.

THE SPEED GRILLE™ may be covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents: D427,119,D425,834,D421,585,D420,
961,D420,960,D420,959, and D420,958 may be covered by one or more pending U.S. Patent applications.
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